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Abstract

The LHCb experiment has accumulated over 1 fb −1 of data in proton-proton collisions at 7 TeV. These data provide
samples rich in heavy flavoured hadrons, enabling a wealth of measurements to be made as well as probes of QCD
theory predictions. We present recent results in quarkonium and b and c hadron production, as well as studies of these
states’ properties such as masses and decay asymmetries.
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1. Introduction1

The LHCb detector [1] has been designed for preci-2

sion studies of CP violation and rare decays of heavy3

flavours at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), at CERN.4

As the bb̄ pairs are predominantly produced at small an-5

gles at high energies, the LHCb detector is a single for-6

ward arm spectrometer with an unique pseudo-rapidity7

acceptance of 1.9 < η < 4.9.8

The LHCb physics results on production and spectro-9

scopy of heavy hadrons are complementary to those of10

the general pourpose detectors, and are essential to ob-11

tain complete and valuable tests of perturbative and non-12

perturbative QCD models. The data sample available13

for these studies is large: during the year 2011 the LHCb14

experiment accumulated over 1 fb −1 of data at
√

s = 715

TeV, and the measured values of the charm and beauty16

production cross sections in the LHCb acceptance are:17

σ(cc̄)= 1742 ±267 µb [2],18

σ(bb̄)= 75.3 ±5.4 ± 13. µb [3].19

All the results presented in this report have an uncer-20

tainty on the integrated luminosity of about 3.5% [4].21

Table 1: Production rates of prompt and non-prompt quarkonia at
√

s = 7 TeV.

σprompt(J/ψ) = 10.52 ± 0.04 ± 1.40+1.64
−2.20 µb [5]

σ(J/ψ) = 1.14 ± 0.01 ± 0.16 µb

σprompt(ψ(2S )) = 1.44 ± 0.01 ± 0.12+0.20
−0.40 µb [6]

σ(ψ(2S )) = 0.25 ± 0.01 ± 0.02 µb

σprompt(Y(1S )) = 2.29 ± 0.01 ± 0.10+0.19
−0.37 nb [7]

σprompt(Y(2S )) = 0.562 ± 0.007 ± 0.023+0.048
−0.092 nb

σprompt(Y(3S )) = 0.283 ± 0.005 ± 0.012+0.025
−0.048 nb

2. Quarkonia22

2.1. Charmonia and Bottomonium production23

The quarkonia states J/ψ, ψ(2S ) and Y(nS ) are se-24

lected trought the decay channel µ+µ−. In the case of the25

ψ(2S ), the decay channel ψ(2S ) → J/ψπ+π− is added,26

despite a larger background and a lower reconstruction27

efficiency, it is used to cross-check and to average the28

µ+µ− result.29
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We measure the production cross sections of prompt30

and non-prompt charmonia. J/ψ and ψ(2S ) from b-31

hadron decays can be distinguished from promptly pro-32

duced charmonia exploiting their finite decay time. The33

differential cross sections have been measured as a34

function of the transverse momentum pT and of the ra-35

pidity y of the selected quarkonia states. The table 136

shows the cross sections integrated over the acceptance37

regions in pT <∼ 16 GeV/c and 2 < y < 4.5. The38

prompt cross sections are evaluated assuming zero po-39

larization, and the third uncertainty gives the deviation40

from the central value when the quarkonia states are ei-41

ther fully transversely or fully longitudinally polarized42

in the helicity frame.43

Prompt production studies carried out at the Tevatron44

collider in the early 1990s [8] made clear that the Non45

Relativistic QCD calculations, based on the Leading Or-46

der (LO) Colour Singlet (CS) model, failed to describe47

the absolute value and the transverse momentum depen-48

dence of the charmonium production cross-sections and49

polarization data. On the other hand, recent QCD com-50

putations yielded predictions in better agreement with51

the experimental data.52

To allow a comparison with the theory, the promptly53

produced quarkonia should be separated from those cas-54

cading from higher mass states (feed-down). As an55

example, fig 1 shows the differential cross-section for56

promptly produced ψ(2S ) mesons, which have not ap-57

preciable feed-down contribution, along with a compar-58

ison with some recent theory predictions [9] [10] [11]59

[12] tuned to the LHCb acceptance. The Fig. 1 shows60

that the experimental data on ψ(2S ) differential produc-61

tion cross section are well described by the Next Lead-62

ing Order (NLO) calculation including CS and Color63

Octet (CO) models, but also by Next to Next Leading64

Order (NNLO) calculation including only CS models.65

J/ψ and ψ(2S ) from b-hadron decays are well described66

by QCD prediction based on Fixed Order Next to Lead-67

ing Log (FONLL) approximitaion.68

Since the beginning of 2012 LHCb is collecting data69

at
√

s = 8 TeV, and allows to perform again all these70

measurements at the higher energy.71

2.2. Double charm production72

Recently, studies of double charmonium and char-73

monium with associated open charm production have74

been proposed as probes of the quarkonium production75

mechanism [13]. In pp collisions, additional contribu-76

tions, such as Double Parton Scattering (DPS) or the77

intrinsic charm content of the proton to the total cross78

section, are allowed, though these constributions may79

not be mutually exclusive.80
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Figure 1: Differential production cross-section vs. pT for prompt
ψ(2S ) . The predictions of three nonrelativistic QCD models are also
shown for comparison. MWC [9] and KB [10] are NLO calculations
including CS and CO contributions. AL [11] [12] is a CS model in-
cluding the dominant NNLO terms.

The cross section for double J/ψ production, σJ/ψJ/ψ,81

was measured in 2011 with an integrated luminosity of82

38 pb−1 [15] by requiring two prompt J/ψ → µ+µ−.83

The statistical significance of the double J/ψ signal is84

larger than 6σ. The analysis was performed in the ac-85

ceptance region pT <∼ 10 GeV/c and 2 < y < 4.5,86

and gave the result σJ/ψJ/ψ = 5.1 ± 1.0 ± 1.1 nb. The87

result is consistent with LO calculations for the gluon88

fusion process, gg → J/ψJ/ψ, in perturbative QCD,89

σ
gg
J/ψJ/ψ = 4.1 ± 1.2 nb [16]. Moreover the LHCb re-90

sult allows for a contribution from the DPS mechanism,91

σDPS
J/ψJ/ψ = 2.±1. nb [17], this could be better investigated92

with the full statistic collected at 7 TeV.93

The production cross sections of J/ψ mesons associ-94

ated with open charm and pairs of open cham hadrons95

have been oserved and studied with 355 pb −1 [18].96

Most of the channels are observed with a statistical si-97

gnificance larger than 5σ.98

The measured cross sections are larger than the LO99

gluon fusion predictions [19] [20], while the DPS pre-100

diction [14] works nicely for the J/ψ open charm mode.101

These are the first observations of these kind of double102

charm events at hadron colliders.103

New measurements and more channels ( J/ψ + ψ(2S ),104

J/ψ+ Y(nS ), Y(nS ) + Y(nS ) ) will be explored with the105

full statistics at
√

s = 7 TeV, and at
√

s = 8 TeV.106

2.3. Heavy Onia: σ(χC1)/σ(χC2)107

The study of the production of P-wave charmonia108

χC is important since these resonances give substantial109
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feed-down contributions to the prompt J/ψ production110

through their radiative decay χC → Jψγ, and can have111

significant impact on the measurement of the J/ψ pola-112

rization 1. Furthermore the ratio σ(χC1)/σ(χC2) is inte-113

resting because it is sensitive to the CS and CO produ-114

ction mechanisms. Prompt χC have been reconstructed115

through the decay chain χC → J/ψγ, and J/ψ → µ+µ−116

in the acceptance region 2 < pT (J/ψ) < 16 GeV/c and117

2 < y(J/ψ) < 4.5 using 36 pb −1 of data [21]. The118

yields of the three onia states 2 is obtained with an un-119

binned maximum likelihood fit to the mass difference120

distribution between the combination µ+µ−γ and µ+µ−.121

Fig. 2 shows the ratio σ(χC1)/σ(χC2) as a function of122

pT (J/ψ). The left hatched band shows the result of
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Figure 2: Ratio σ(χC1)/σ(χC2) as a function of pT (J/ψ). The LHCb
results, assuming the production of unpolarised χC mesons, are shown
with solid black circles. The lines surrounding the data points show
the maximum effect of the unknown χC polarisations on the result.
The CDF data points, at

√
s=1.96 TeV, are shown with open circles

[22]. The two hatched bands correspond to the ChiGen Monte Carlo
generator prediction [23] and NLO NRQCD [24].

123

the NLO NRQCD [24] calculations in reasonable agree-124

ment with the data for pT (J/ψ) > 8 GeV/c, whilst there125

is a discrepancy at low pT (J/ψ). Although the ChiGen126

generator [23] describes the shape reasonably well, the127

data lie consistently above the theory prediction. This128

1The quarkonia polarization measurements are ongoing analysis at
LHCb.

2Since the BR(χC0 → J/ψγ) is ' 30 times smaller than those of
χC1 and χC2, the yield of χC0 is not significant.

could be explained by important higher order perturba-129

tive corrections and/or sizeable colour octet terms not130

included in the calculation.131

3. c hadrons132

3.1. D+
s − D+

s production asymmetry133

The production asymmetry between positive and neg-134

ative Ds, together with the charge asymmetry in de-135

tection efficiency, is an important piece of information136

to measure CP asymmetries at LHCb. LHCb mea-137

sured the D±s prompt production cross section asym-138

metry, Ap =
σ(D+

s )−σ(D−s )
σ(D+

s )+σ(D−s ) , selecting the decays D±s →139

φ(K+K−)π± in a data sample of 1 fb −1 [25]. Since140

D±s → φ(K+K−)π± is a Cabibbo favoured decay, no sig-141

nificant CP asymmetry is expected. Assuming it to be142

vanishing, Ap is determined after correcting for the rela-143

tive D+
s and D−s detection efficiencies. In addition, since144

the final states are symmetric in kaon production, this145

requires only knowledge of the relative π+ and π− de-146

tection efficiencies, ε(π+)/ε(π−).147

In order to measure ε(π+)/ε(π−), we use the decay se-148

quence D∗+ → π+D0, D0 → K−π+π−π+, and its charge-149

conjugate decay. Assuming that the D∗ comes from the150

primary vertex (PV) there are sufficient kinematic con-151

straints to reconstruct the decay even if one π from D0
152

is omitted. We call these partially reconstructed decays.153

We can also fully reconstruct these decays. The ratio of154

fully to partially reconstructed decays provides a mea-155

surement of ε(π+)/ε(π−) directly from the data sample.156

We examine D∗+ and D∗− candidate decays separately,157

and also magnet up data separately from magnet down158

data, to test for possible left-right asymmetries of the159

detector.160

All three candidate tracks (K+K−π±) from the D±s161

must form a common vertex that is detached from the162

primary one. Then the reconstructed momentum of the163

D±s must point to the PV, to reduce to few percent the164

contamination from D produced in b hadron decays. A165

binned maximum likelihood fit gives the D±s yields. The166

production asymmetry measured in the acceptance re-167

gion pT > 2 GeV/c and 2 < y < 4.5 is consistent with168

the theory predictions [26] [27]:169

Ap = (−0.33 ± 0.22 ± 0.10)%.170

4. b hadrons171

4.1. B± production172

The study of the bb̄ production cross section is a173

powerful test of perturbative quantum chromodynam-174

ics (pQCD) calculations. These are available at NLO175
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[28] and with the FONLL [29] [30] approximations. In176

the NLO and FONLL calculations, the theoretical pre-177

dictions have large uncertainties arising from the choice178

of the renormalisation and factorisation scales and the179

b-quark mass [31].180

Accurate measurements provide tests of the validity181

of the different production models. LHCb performed182

the first measurement of B± production cross section183

in the forward region at protons collider, using 35 pb−1
184

[32]. The B± mesons are reconstructed exclusively se-185

lecting the B± → J/ψ(µ+µ−)K± decays. The integrated186

cross section in the acceptance region 2 < y < 4.5 and187

pT < 40 GeV/c, is:188

σ(pp→ B±X) = 41.1 ± 1.5 ± 3.1µ b.189

We plan to update this measurement with the full data190

sample collected at
√

s = 7 TeV, and to measure the191

production cross sections of the neutral mesons, Bd and192

Bs.193

4.2. First observation of B+
c → J/ψπ+π−π+

194

Studies of the properties of the Bc meson are impor-
tant, since it is the only meson consisting of two differ-
ent heavy quarks. It is also the only meson in which
decays of both constituents compete with each other.
LHCb observed the decay B+

c → J/ψπ+π−π+ using a
data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity
of 0.8 fb −1 [33]. The branching fraction for this de-
cay is expected to be 1.5 - 2.3 times higher than the
BR(B+

c → J/ψπ+) [34] [35]. However, the larger num-
ber of pions in the final state results in a smaller total
detection efficiency due to the limited detector accep-
tance. We measure the branching ratio of the decay
B+

c → J/ψπ+π−π+ relatively to BR(B+
c → J/ψπ+) :

BR(B+
c → J/ψπ+π−π+)

BR(B+
c → J/ψπ+)

= 2.41 ± 0.30 ± 0.33

This result is in agreement with the theoretical predic-195

tions. The main contribution to the systematic error,196

' 9%, is due to the assumptions on the decay structure197

assumed in the simulation.198

4.3. Orbitally excited B∗∗ mesons199

The properties of the excited B mesons containing200

a light quark are predicted by Heavy Quark Effective201

Theory (HQET) in the limit of infinite b-quark mass202

[36] [37]. Under the heavy quark approximation the203

B mesons are characterized by three quantum numbers:204

the orbital angular momentum L, the angular momen-205

tum of the light quark jq = |L ± 1/2|, and the total206

angular momentum J = | jq ± 1/2|. For L = 1 there are207

four different possible (J; jq) combinations, all parity-208

even. These are known as the orbitally excited states or209

B∗∗ states. Among these states we have the B1(5721)0
210

and B∗2(5747)0, observed in B∗+π and B+π decays [38].211

With an integrated luminosity of 336.5 pb −1, we recon-212

struct these decay modes, but also the B0π+ and B∗0π+
213

modes, where we must observe the isospin partners of214

the mentioned states [39].215

The soft γs from the B∗0 decay are not recon-216

structed, therefore objects decaying to both B∗0π+ and217

B0π+ are expected to show two peaks in the B0π+
218

invariant mass distribution. The B mesons are re-219

constructed in the J/ψ(µ+µ−)K∗(892)0(K+π−), D−π+,220

D−(K+π−π−)π+π+π−. For convenience, we study the221

invariant mass relative to the threshold, which has the222

form Q(B0π+) = M(B0π+) − M(B0) − M(π+), where223

M(B0) and M(π+) are the masses quoted by [40].224

The signal resonances in the Q-distribution are mode-225

led using relativistic Breit-Wigner lineshapes. The de-226

tector resolution is about 3 MeV/c2 and can be safely227

neglected. The fit results are shown in Fig. 3. This
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Figure 3: Q(B0π+) distribution. LHCb data (points) and the to-
tal fit are superimposed. The components of the PDF are, combi-
natorial background and associated production, combinatorial back-
ground, B+

1 → B∗0π+ (solid line), B∗+ → B∗0π+ (dot-dashed line),
and B∗+ → B0π+ (dotted line).

228

is the first observation of the decays B+
1 → B∗0π+ and229

B∗+ → B0π+ with a significance of respectively 9.9 σ230

and 4.0 σ. The mass values are231

M(B+
1 ) = (5726.3 ± 1.9 ± 3.0 ± 0.5) MeV/c2

232

M(B∗+) = (5739.0 ± 3.3 ± 1.6 ± 0.3) MeV/c2, where233

the third error is due to the uncertainty on the B0 mass.234

These masses are compatible with the masses of the cor-235

responding isospin partners B0 and B∗0.236

4.4. First observation of excited b baryons237

The quark model predicts the existence of two or-238

bitally excited states Λ∗0b with quantum numbers JP =239

1/2−, 3/2−, that are expected to decay to Λ0
bπ

+π− or to240
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Λ0
bγ depending on the mass of the excited states. The241

properties of the Λ∗0b are described by several models242

[41] that predict mass values between the Λ0
bπ

+π− and243

the Σbπ thresholds.244

We search for the excited Λ∗0b baryons starting from245

the recontruction of Λ0
b baryons through the decay chain246

Λ0
b → Λ+

c π
− and Λ+

c → pK−π+. The selected sam-247

ple from 1 fb−1 is large (70540±330) and clean (S/B248

' 11), and the background composition is well under-249

stood [42]. Combining the Λ0
b baryons with two oppo-250

sitely charged pions coming from the same vertex, we251

reconstruct the total invariant mass to look for the ex-252

istence of the predicted Λ∗0b baryons [43]. The back-253

ground model is extracted from the study of wrong-254

sign Λ0
bπ

+π+ combinations. Figure 4 shows two narrow255

peaks slight above the Λ0
bπ

+π− threshold. The two new
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256

states are interpreted as the 1/2− and 3/2− orbital exci-257

tations of the ground state Λ0
b, and were found to have258

masses of259

M(Λ∗0b (1/2−)) = 5911.95 ± 0.12 ± 0.03 ± 0.66 MeV/c2,260

M(Λ∗0b (3/2−)) = 5919.76 ± 0.07 ± 0.02 ± 0.66 MeV/c2,261

the third error is due to the uncertainty on the Λ0
b262

mass. Because of the good mass resolution, order263

of 0.2 Mev/c2, we were able to set upper limits on264

the natural widths Γ(Λ∗0b (1/2−)) < 0.82 MeV and265

Γ(Λ∗0b (3/2−)) < 0.71 MeV.266

4.5. b baryon decays to D0 pπ− and D0 pK−267

With a data sample of 330 fb −1 we have recon-
structed the D0 pπ and D0 pK invariant mass spectra,
with D0 → Kπ+ [44]. The yield of the Cabibbo sup-
pressed decay channel Λ0

b → D0 pK− is expected to
be rather low, therefore channels with higher yields
are needed to control potential systematic effects. We

use the kinematically similar Cabibbo-favoured Λ0
b →

D0 pπ− decay as well as the well established channel
Λ0

b → Λ+
c π
−. The strategy is to measure first the rate

of final states into D0 pπ− respect to those into Λ+
c π
−,

then we determine the ratio of branching ratios:

RD0 pK− =
BR(Λ0

b → D0 pK−)

BR(Λ0
b → D0 pπ−)

= 0.112 ± 0.019+0.0011
−0.0014

This is the first observation of Cabibbo suppressed de-268

cay Λ0
b → D0 pK−, with a significance of 6.3 σ. In addi-
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Figure 5: D0 pK− invariant mass spectra and result of the correspond-
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269

tion, the D0 pK− spectrum (Fig. 5), gives the hint of the270

presence of the neutral beauty strange baryon Ξ0
b with a271

significance of 2.6 σ, including the systematic effects.272

4.6. Mass of the Ξ−b and Ω−b ground states273

With a data sampe of 620 pb −1 we have measured274

the masses of the strange b-baryons Ω−b and Ξ−b [45],275

which are selected via the decay chains J/ψΩ−(Λ0K−)276

and J/ψΞ−(Λ0π−), respectively, with J/ψ → µ+µ− and277

Λ0 → pπ−. The mass measurement of the Ω−b is of278

particular interest, since the values reported for this state279

by the CDF and D0 collaborations are inconsistent at280

the 6 σ level [46]. Both decays share a similar topolo-281

gy and the presence of longlived particles and multiple282

vertices in the decay chain is exploited in the selection283

process. High background levels are observed near the284

interaction point, mainly from inclusive J/ψ production,285

thus we reconstruct only candidates with lifetime above286

0.3 ps. The invariant mass distributions for the selected287

Ω−b and Ξ−b candidates are shown in Fig. 6. The mass288
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values are extracted performing an unbinned maximum289

likelihood fit. The results are290

M(Ξ−b ) = 5796.5 ± 1.2 ± 1.2 MeV/c2,291

M(Ω−b ) = 6050.3 ± 4.5 ± 2.2 MeV/c2,292

the systematic uncertainties are dominated by the mo-293

mentum scale calibration. These results correspond to294

the best measurements of these masses to date. The295

measured Ωb mass is compatible with the CDF mea-296

surement M(Ω−b ) = 6054.4 ± 6.9 MeV/c2.297

5. Conclusion298

In addition to the measurements reported here, there299

are other recent results from LHCb. Among these, we300

would like to mention the study of the heavy quarko-301

nia states χb through the radiative decays χbJ(nP) →302

Y(1S )γ [47] [48], the study of the exotic quarkonia303

states X(3827) and X(4140) [49] [50], and the spec-304

troscopy studies of DsJ [51].305

LHCb has a world class heavy flavour production and306

spectroscopy program, and will continue to provide pre-307

cise and competitive measurements.308
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